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                        Welcome
to 
The Crown                    

                

                Secretly sits at the top of The Emperor Hotel is the definition of  glamour and luxury in town. The Crown is your art-of-living lounge  shared among talents and professionals, your indulgent getaway where class, music, entertainment are all under – and above – one roof. In the fashion of refined decor and exuberant glamour, the full floor and rooftop terrace  brings on sky-high sophistication and top-notch intimate luxury,  swinging straight from the ninety-twenties. Piecing every  detail together is what maps out The Crown’s  redefined Golden Era.
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                        Menus                    

                

                Imagine your favourite local delicacies with a sophisticated International spin. Dig into our signature Crispy Golden Chicken Wings, Garlic & Truffle Angus Beef Cubes. From refreshing starters to late-night mains, or delicate nibbles to go with our bespoke cocktails; indulge your taste buds for unforeseen gastronomic delights.
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mains, or delicate nibbles to go with our bespoke cocktails; 

indulge your taste buds for unforeseen 

gastronomic delights.
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                        The Lounge                    

                

                Unveil the dazzling drapery and find yourself in the sight of grandeur: Art Deco lounge emblazoned with gold accent, marble bar counter, feature ceiling with sun-like crown motif radiating from the centre of the room, adding sparks to your night. 

Be encircled in our 180-degree harbour view, settle yourself in our velvet booth – we have reserved you the best seat for our live performance.
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                        The Rooftop                    

                

                Sky is the limit – let us elevate your intimate luxury experience to the top of our city skyline. Enjoy the exclusive spectacular view of Wan Chai and Happy Valley above all crowds while sipping on our signature drinks, mapping out your otherworldly inspirations and extraordinary visions.

                Sky is the limit – let us elevate your intimate luxury 

experience to the top of our city skyline. Enjoy the 

exclusive spectacular view of Wan Chai and Happy 

Valley above all crowds while sipping on our signature 

drinks, mapping out your otherworldly inspirations and

extraordinary visions.
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                        Events In
Extravagance                    

                

                Indulge yourself in the luxurious experience and the fine décor behind these golden doors. Be it an intimate, solemn wedding above the city’s skyline, a dazzling party adorned with our Art Deco aesthetics, or enjoying a feast for the eyes at the horse-racing course, our spectacular view of Happy Valley and deluxe décor will not fail you. Pairing with our meticulous attention to details and all-rounded services, your event  is bound to be a success.
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                        Programmes                    

                

                Whether you are into the tunes from the golden sixties, the modern seventies, or the fabulous eighties, something from the good old days must strike a chord and move you. Our performers will take you on a time-travelling journey, bringing reminiscences of your beloved Golden Era back to life. Sit back and enjoy, for tender is the night.
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                    25/F, THE EMPEROR HOTEL, 373 QUEEN’S ROAD EAST, WAN CHAI, HONG KONG                

                
                    For reservations, please click here or call us at +852 2961 3399. 

For event enquiries, please click here.



Opening Hours:

MON - SUN & P.H: 17:00 - 0200



How to get to The Crown:

5-10 minutes’ walk from Causeway Bay MTR Station Exit A (0.8km)

10-15 minutes’ walk from Wan Chai MTR Station Exit A3 (1 km)                
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